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Details of Visit:

Author: hydroman
Location 2: Kingston Upon Thames
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 13 Jul 2014 18:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Mistress Cindy Ray
Phone: 07943993487

The Premises:

Mistress Cindy Ray place was perfect I'm a shy person about my fantasy so I didn't want to reach a
populated place that everyone pretty knew what you was going to get up to when you reach there.
Her place is quiet, private and is pretty much the same place you be seeing in her videos very clean
and it is in a house. She is the only person you see so that is wonderful and she respects your
privacy. Also they is plenty of places to park if you are driving by the looks of things. If you take
public transport its only a few minutes from the train station. Also Mistress Cindy can give you
direction with in seconds I told her where I was coming from and she told me what root to take and
predicted how long it would take to reach. 

The Lady:

In terms of height mistress Cindy is tall curvy and sexy she was both my dream lady and the type I'd
love to marry all in one. She has a very dominating look about her figure which adds to the reason
why you are there in the first place. She is much more pretty in person and her voice is so sexy but
that will be the first thing you notice when you talk to her on the phone. Both her toes and fingers
were both done on both days I saw her. She regularly send picture on her twitter page so if she got
a polish you like on her pretty toes you can book a session. Well since I booked a session with her
mainly due to her toes I only think its fair I talk about them in full details. First of her feet are very
clean as a standard unless you request otherwise and yes I agree with the other person who
commented on here her feet are the best ever feet and toes I've seen in my life once you worship
her feet you won't think about worshiping anyone else. Her soles are so soft like warm butter, her
toes are so tasty looking and she has perfect arches. Also if you are wondering her size its 8 in UK
and 10 USA which I think is perfect size

The Story:

Well I started off sending Mistress Cindy Ray emails inquiring about prices. I must admit I had no
intention in meeting any type of mistress at that time I think I just wanted to talk as I have up until I
met mistress Cindy not done any foot worshiping in my life. Even when it came to my girl friends in
the past I couldn't even tell them about my foot fetish.
So me and Mistress Cindy spoke about my interest and all the other basic things you cover when
talking to a mistress. She was very considerate and didn't make me feel awakened, this went on for
a bit because I also liked receiving emails from her. To be honest I didn't think it was possible to
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meet such a goddess and I was a little skeptical that it was going to happen its only because
Mistress Cindy made me feel so comfortable and the picture she was uploading on twitter made me
crave to meet her. Then we arrange a session at a time convenient for both of us. I must say I was
over pleased with her services. Her toes were dress up in red with a cute pattern on her big toes.
You could see that she took good care of them. She had loads of jewelery on her feet and and sexy
toe ring as well. She had her hair down which I'd never seen before which was HOT and she was
dressed very nice like in a relaxing sexy way. I never really told her during the emails what I wanted
I never really thought about it because her feet were so pretty so when it came to starting I just let
her take control. She even wanted to do more things but I was so mesmerized from how pretty her
feet were I didn't care to do much anything but be near them Sadly I had booked only half an hour
and I can tell you with Mistress Cindy half an hour is not enough. Its like going on holiday for 2
hours its over in a flash. Even after the half an hour was finished mistress Cindy ray was kind
enough to extend my time for a bit but I think that was a privilege I earn some how don't expect the
same for you.

It only took a few days before I arrange to see her again but sadly she was busy so I had to wait a
week to see her. I had been following her on twitter so I knew she had done a fresh new pedicure
this time she had French tips with a cute design on her two big toes. As usual she was very nice
with the booking arrangements even after I lost control and bombarded her with text messages and
emails (laughs). If you are not too careful her goddess like feet of Mistress Cindy may make you
lose control as they are a addiction once you are grace to be in front of them you will want them
again and again BE WARNED. Any way the next booking I made this time was for an 1 hour
session I made a few request and Mistress Cindy Ray transformed my request into something
bigger and badder on the day, it is almost like she knows what you want, how you want before you
know you what it is you really want. After the session I message her saying how did you know what
I wanted she responded back with that was my mood even that sentence alone was perfect.
Mistress Cindy Ray is perfect, Smart, Sexy, Considerate and Nice and Bad which ever one of them
you need her to be and I can say is the only mistress that had me feeling comfortable enough to
meet. I have spoke to a few mistress on their sites but never ever had the courage to meet them or
even talk about meeting them. I'm looking forward to booking another session with Mistress Cindy
Ray this month sometime I don't just like her feet I'm madly in love with her feet they are erotically
dangerous and will control your mind body and soul if you allow them to... In a good way naturally.
Below is my personal Rating yes they are high because Mistress Cindy Ray is the only Mistress I
have seen and I will ever see in life

Service 10/10
Price 10/10
Feet 10/10
Location 10/10
Mistress 10/10
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